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IBM DB2 9 for z/OS is loaded with features that can boost the performance of your
applications. In this column, I'll tell you about two that really stand out, but check out the online
version of the column for a table of the top 50. Implementing any of these features can help
reduce your applications' CPU burden and improve application response time.
After you convert to DB2 9 for z/OS, the first performance feature you should evaluate is one
that probably will have the greatest performance impact: indexing on expressions. You can now
put an index over a subset of a single column or derivatives of multiple columns, a formula, or a
function used within your application. By creating a customized index on an expression, you
can change the access path of an application using a tablespace scan, which is a combination of
multiple indexes, to a single customized index-a much more efficient method. Because you
define the index expression, you can design it to provide direct or superior access for any SQL
statements within your applications. You can create an indexed expression on a table of any
size, which means that you can use this feature to improve performance on all of your
applications.
Almost any expression done in an SQL statement can be used to create an expression for an
index, and the index expression can use multiple columns or expressions on multiple columns.
DATE and other functions used in your application's SQL code are great candidates for indexes
on expressions. For example, imagine grabbing the date from the insert timestamp of the row
(DATE(IN_TIMESTAMP)). Instead of performing a tablespace scan to get the date portion of a
timestamp, an application can access it as an index. This process is not only faster, but it also
reduces the load on the CPU.
The second big-impact performance feature within DB2 9 for z/OS is index compression. Index
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compression offers the same benefits as DB2 data compression by storing more index entries
per index page. The increased number of entries per page allows more keys to be available in
the system and buffer, reducing I/O requirements and improving the number of index entries
available in the buffer pools.
However, index compression works very differently from data compression: the index entries
are compressed only at the physical disk page level, and a compression dictionary is not used.
This allows index compression to be available without using a REORG or LOAD utility. The
index entries are expanded in the buffer pools, allowing quicker memory traversing of the index
structures for data retrieval. For example, compressed index pages may be only 4 K on disk but
8 K, 16 K, or 32 K in the buffer pool.
Index and data compression can save disk space, backup time, and recovery time over the life of
your system, and can save CPU time by reducing processing I/O. Because compression does
have overhead costs, it may not be appropriate for systems with insert/update loads-but it is
ideal for large business intelligence or operational systems where data is mostly being read.
These are only two of many interesting features in DB2 9 for z/OS. For an extensive list of
other performance features that can help your applications run faster and more efficiently and
help save your company money, take a look at Table 1. These new z/OS features and many
other DB2-related topics are also covered at the revamped International DB2 Users Group
(IDUG) Web site (www.idug.org), along with more than 450 videos at www.idug.org/ db2videos.html. Check it out!
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